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This paper proposes an efficient priority assignment algorithm for fixed priority 

preemption threshold scheduling (PTS), which we named FAST-TRAVERSE. It is op-

timal in the sense that it always finds a feasible priority assignment if one exists. While 

there are existing optimal algorithms, they are inefficient to be used in practice. The key 

ideas of FAST-TRAVERSE are to prune sibling traverses and preemption threshold as-

signments if possible based on the notion of the effective blocking task. The empirical 

evaluation results clearly show that FAST-TRAVERSE achieves the largest feasibility 

and can be employed as an on-line priority assignment algorithm for PTS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there have been many research activities to limit preemption in ful-

ly-preemptive fixed priority scheduling to improve the schedulability. Representative 

examples of these are fixed priority preemption threshold scheduling (PTS), deferred 

preemption scheduling (DPS), and cooperative scheduling [1-4]. Although DPS theoret-

ically outperforms PTS, it is impractical for use because DPS requires the modification 

of the application code to add explicit preemption points. In contrast, PTS can be easily 

integrated into legacy systems with code wrappers using the standard synchronization 

primitives. PTS is the de-facto industrial standard for limited preemptive fixed priority 

scheduling algorithms as it is included in the OSEK [5][5] and AUTOSAR [6][6] stand-

ards of automotive applications. PTS has been extensively implemented in commercial 

real-time operating systems [7-9]. 

The notion of PTS is simple: PTS is an extension of preemptive fixed priority 

scheduling where each task has a preemption threshold as a scheduling attribute in addi-

tion to its priority. The preemption threshold of a task is a form of run-time priority that 

remains after the task has been dispatched and until its execution is completed, so it reg-

ulates the degree of “preemptiveness” in fixed priority scheduling. If the threshold of 

each task is the same as the original priority, then PTS becomes equivalent to ful-

ly-preemptive fixed priority scheduling. If the threshold of each task is the highest prior-

ity in the system, then PTS becomes equivalent to non-preemptive scheduling (NPS). 

The use of PTS is very effective in system tuning processes since it improves real-time 

schedulability, eliminates unnecessary preemptions, reduces the number of tasks since a 

group of non-preemptive tasks can be considered to be a single task [10], and allows for 
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scalable real-time systems to be designed [11-17]. 

To increase the real-time schedulability (feasibility) via the adoption of PTS, we 

need an algorithm that assigns to each task feasible scheduling attributes, that is, the pri-

ority and the preemption threshold. A scheduling attributes assignment algorithm is op-

timal if it is guaranteed to output a feasible (schedulable) scheduling attributes assign-

ment if one exists [18-21]. While there are previously proposed optimal scheduling at-

tributes assignment algorithms for PTS [11, 22], they are very inefficient to be used in 

practice when the number of tasks are more than ten: it is impossible to get the assign-

ment result even with modern computers. With this, some research activities have pro-

posed heuristic scheduling attributes assignment algorithms [10, 23, 24] for PTS. How-

ever, they often fail to find feasible scheduling attributes since they are non-optimal, and 

such practical needs have motivated our work. 

This paper proposes an efficient optimal priority assignment algorithm for fixed 

priority preemption threshold scheduling (PTS), which we named FAST-TRAVERSE. It 

is optimal in the sense that it is guaranteed to find a feasible priority assignment if one 

exists. While FAST-TRAVERSE is an extension of PRUNED-TRAVERSE [22], the 

former is dramatically faster the latter and even faster than PA-DMMPT [24], which is 

the best heuristic algorithm to the best of our knowledge. Our empirical results show that 

the average algorithm run time of FAST-TRAVERSE when the number of tasks is 50 

was only 49% larger than that of DMPO (Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering), , 

which is the mostly widely used and one of the simplest assignment algorithm. With this, 

FAST-TRAVERSE can be employed as an on-line priority assignment algorithm for PTS. 

For example, it can be employed for the on-line admission control system that decides 

whether newly arrived tasks are acceptable or not. 

As all the other priority assignment algorithms for PTS, FAST-TRAVERSE assigns 

priorities to tasks from the lowest priority to the highest priority, whose appropriateness 

with respects to the efficiency of the feasibility test is widely known, as shown in [25]. If 

one priority ordering is found to be infeasible, FAST-TRAVERSE traverses another pri-

ority ordering also from the lowest unassigned priority by a sibling traverse. Here a sib-

ling traverse means assigning the same priority to the remaining tasks in the unassigned 

task set.  

Our key idea is to prune sibling traverses and preemption threshold assignments if 

possible. Once a priority ordering is found to be infeasible, FAST-TRAVERSE finds the 

minimum priority of the priority ordering that causes the priority ordering to be infeasi-

ble. For this, we try to find the effective blocking task that actually causes the task set 

infeasible. Once we find such a task, we also set the minimum infeasible preemption 

threshold value of the task. With this, we prune any preemption threshold assignment 

that assigns preemption threshold larger than that value. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next subsection, we pre-

sent the related work. Section 2 presents the task model with some notations and defini-

tions. Section 3 discusses previous algorithms with a walk-through example. Section 4 

specifies the proposed algorithm, FAST-TRAVERSE, with the theoretical backgrounds. 

Section 5 gives empirical performance evaluation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes 

the paper. 

1.1 Related Work 
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There are various previously proposed priority and preemption threshold assignment 

algorithms for PTS. To begin with, DMPO (deadline monotonic decreasing order) is op-

timal in the fully-preemptive fixed priority scheduling [21] and is so even though there 

are blockings if there is no jitter [20]. Therefore, the approach of assigning priorities us-

ing DMPO and then assigning preemption thresholds using the optimal preemption 

threshold assignment algorithm of [19], which we refer to OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD, 

is widely used in practice. In this paper, DMPO means deadline-monotonic priority as-

signment combined with OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD, as this approach was employed 

in [23] and [26]. 

However, DMPO is not optimal algorithm in the sense that even if a task set is in-

feasible with DMPO, the task set may be indeed feasible with another priority assign-

ment. Therefore, optimal algorithms such as SEARCH [19]1, TRAVERSE [11], COR-

RECTED-SEARCH [22], and PRUNED-TRAVERSE [22] have been proposed. 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE [22] is the most efficient (fast) one among all existing optimal 

algorithms. However, its complexity is O(n!⋅n2) where n is the number of tasks in a task 

set, which means computationally intractable if n is large. For example, 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE cannot give an assignment result for some task set in a single day 

even in a high-performance modern computer when n is more than 15. Therefore, exist-

ing optimal algorithms cannot be employed in practice, which motivated our work. 

Since optimal algorithms are too inefficient, heuristic algorithms such as GREEDY 

[10] and PA-DMMPT [24] were proposed. Among these heuristic algorithms, 

PA-DMMPT is the best with respect to the possibility of finding a feasible priority as-

signment. However, it is not optimal and thus may not find a feasible priority assignment 

for a given task set, which will be demonstrated in Section 3. 

On the other hand, [26] proposed an optimal preemption threshold assignment algo-

rithm that considers the cash related preemption delay (CRPD) for PTS. However, it as-

sumes pre-assigned priorities for a given task set and thus still does not guarantee an op-

timal priority assignment result for a given task set. 

2. TASK MODEL 

We use the same task model as the one used in the traditional fixed-priority preemp-

tion threshold scheduling [10, 19, 27, 28]. We assume a uniprocessor system and a sys-

tem has a fixed set of tasks Γ = {τ1, τ2, …, τ|Γ|}. Each task τi has a fixed period Ti, a fixed 

relative deadline Di, and a known worst-case execution time Ci. There is no restriction 

such that each task’s deadline should be shorter than its period. All timing values are real 

numbers. Each task τi also has a fixed priority pi and a preemption threshold pti where pi 

and pti are assigned by a specific priority and preemption threshold assignment algorithm. 

We denote a higher priority with a larger value: 1 is the lowest priority value and |Γ| is 

the highest priority value. Note that it is meaningful to assign a task a preemption thresh-

old that is no less than its regular priority since a preemption threshold is used as an ef-

fective run-time priority to control unnecessary preemptions [19]: which means that ∀τi, 

                                                 
1 SEARCH is not optimal in fact 22. S. Kim, "Assigning Priorities for Fixed Priority Preemption 

Threshold Scheduling," The Scientific World Journal, Vol. 2015, 2015.. 
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pti ≥ pi. 

Each task has a distinct priority value: every task has a different priority value. Each 

task set Γ has |Γ|! distinct priority orderings for its tasks. We denote the resultant priority 

ordering generated by a specific priority assignment algorithm ALGORITHM as POAL. 

With this, a specific priority ordering POn is a sequence of priorities for tasks in task set 

Γ, which we denote as POn = 〈pn
1, pn

2, …, pn
|Γ|〉. The inverse mapping of each priority 

ordering POn is a task ordering from the lowest priority to the highest priority, which we 

denote as POn
-1 = TOn = 〈i, j, …, k〉 where each number represents a task index. We also 

denote the inverse mapping of task ordering TOn as TOn
-1 = POn. Besides, a specific 

preemption threshold ordering is a sequence of preemption thresholds for tasks in task set 

Γ, which we denote as PTOn = 〈ptn
1, ptn

2, …, ptn
|Γ|〉.  

As the feasibility test under PTS, we adopt the worst-case response time analysis 

equations of [23] while extending its integer time model to real number time model. 

Original equations were introduced by [19], whose errors were fixed by [29]. These re-

sults were refined by [28], whose results in turn were concisely arranged by [23]. We 

rewrite the relevant equations of [23] for calculating the worst-case response time Ri of 

task τi as follows.  �� = max�∈[	,��]���,� − (� − 1) ∙ ��� (1) 

�� = ����� � (2) 

�� = �� + � ���� ! ∙ " 
∀ ,$%&$�

 (3) 

��,� = '�,� + "� + � (���,�� ! − )1 + *'�,�� +,- ∙ " 
∀ ,$%.$/�

 (4) 

'�,� = �� + (� − 1) ∙ "� + � )1 + *'�,�� +, ∙ "  
∀ ,$%&$�

 (5) 

�� = max�" − ε1∀2,   34 ≥ 3� >  3 � (6) 

Table 1. Walk-through Example Task Set. 

 Ci Ti Di 
DMPO PA-DMMPT [26] Optimal Assignment 

pi pti Ri pi pti Ri pi pti Ri 

τ1 13 120 80 1 4 66 1 4 66 3 3 62 

τ2 4 80 70 2 4 66 3 3 61 2 4 66 

τ3 5 110 66 3 3 62 2 4 66 1 4 66 

τ4 22 31 27 4 4 35 4 4 35 4 4 27 
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where Li is the longest level−pi busy period [30], q is the index of instances of task τi 

within Li, Qi is the last index of instances of task τi within Li, Fi,q is the finish time of the 

q-th instance of task τi, Si,q is the start time of the q-th instance of task τi, Bi is the 

worst-case blocking time of task τi, and ε is the infinitesimal amount of time larger than 

zero. Whenever a variable appears on both sides of the Eq. (i.e. Li in Eq. (2) and Fi,q in 

Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)), its value can be found by iterating until the value converges [29]. 

Refer to [23] for the appropriate initial values for the iterations.  

Note that ε in Eq. (6) was 1 in [23] that used the integer time model where all real 

numbers of timing parameters should be adapted to integer numbers. The value of ε 

 
(a) DMPO 

 
(b) PA-DMMPT [24] 

 
(c) Optimal approaches [11, 22] 

 

Fig. 1. PTS schedule produced for the walk-through example task set of Table 1 by the assign-

ment algorithms of (a) PA-DMMPT [24] and (b) optimal approaches such as TRAVERSE, 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE [22], and FAST-TRAVERSE. Note that task τ4 in (a) and (b) misses its

deadline while every task in (c) does not miss its deadline. 

arrived deadline waiting executing deadline-missed execution completed
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should be set as the upper bound on the relative error due to rounding in real numbers. 

The original analysis in [28] that the equations of [23] are based on clearly shows the 

validity of using ε instead of 1. By using ε instead of 1 in calculating blocking time Bi, 

we allow real numbers in timing parameters such as Ci. 

Note also that Eq. (1)~(6) provide tight worst-case response time results and not an 

upper bound on the worst-case response time such as [31], which can be used just for the 

sufficient feasibility test. In other words, these equations provides an “exact” worst-case 

response time under PTS as proved in [28], and thus can be used for the exact feasibility 

test. Based on this exact worst-case response time analysis, this paper proposes an effi-

cient optimal priority and preemption threshold assignment algorithm.  

2.1 Walk-through Example Task Set 

As a walk-through example task set, we use a task set in Table 1 that is composed of 

four tasks. The task indices of the task set are in the deadline monotonic decreasing order 

(DMPO). For this task set, the resultant priority ordering of DMPO is PODM = 〈1, 2, 3, 4〉. 

However, as shown in Table 1, this priority ordering makes task τ4 miss its deadline 

since (R4=35) > (D4=27). Fig. 1 (a) demonstrates such a deadline miss: the fifth instance 

of task τ4 completes at time point 155 while its absolute deadline is (5−1)⋅T4 + D4 = 151. 

Note that the worst-case response time cannot be obtained at the critical instant [32] 

when there is a non-preemptiveness of tasks [23].  

3. PREVIOUS ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHMS 

There are largely two kinds of priority and preemption threshold assignment algo-

rithms for PTS, which are heuristic ones and optimal ones. As discussed in Section 1.1, 

the best heuristic one is PA-DMMPT [24] and the best optimal one is 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE [22]. Therefore, we discuss further these two algorithms in this 

section. Both of PA-DMMPT and PRUNED-TRAVERSE first tentatively assign priori-

ties to all tasks and then assign preemption thresholds to tasks using 

OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD of [19]. When they assign priorities, both of them assign 

tasks priorities from the lowest priority 1 to the highest priority |Γ|. 

PA-DMMPT assigns each priority to the task with the highest heuristic value among 

the remaining tasks in the unassigned task set. The heuristic value hi of task τi is calcu-

lated as either the task blocking limit if Ri ≤ Di or (Di − Ri) otherwise. Here, all tasks in 

the unassigned task set except task τi are assigned deadline monotonic priorities that are 

higher than pi. In addition to this, all tasks in the unassigned task set (including task τi) 

are assigned the maximum preemption thresholds. For the walk-through example task set 

in Table 1, PA-DMMPT assigns task priorities as follows. 

 

� For priority 1, h1 = 9−ε, h2 = −18, h3 = 0, h4 = −17. Thus, p1 = 1. 

� For priority 2, h2 = 13, h3 = 13, h4 = −17.Thus, p2 = 2 or p3 = 2. We set p3 = 2 

since DMPO leads to the infeasible assignment as shown in Table 1. 

� For priority 3, h2 = 18, h4 = −12. Thus, p2 = 3. 

� For priority 4, the only remaining task is τ4. Thus, p4 = 4. 
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With this, the resultant priority ordering of PA-DMMPT is POPA = 〈1, 3, 2, 4〉. As 

shown in Table 1, priority ordering POPA makes task τ4 miss its deadline since (R4=35) > 

(D4=27). Fig. 1 (b) demonstrates such a deadline miss: the fifth instance of task τ4 com-

pletes at time point 155 while its absolute deadline is (5−1)⋅T4 + D4 = 151. 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE traverses all possible priority orderings until it finds a feasi-

ble priority and preemption threshold assignment while pruning infeasible priority or-

derings. Specifically, it prunes any priority ordering that assigns priority prio to task τi in 

any of the following conditions. 

 

 

(a) PRUNED-TRAVERSE 
 

 

 
(b) FAST-TRAVERSE 

 

Fig. 2. Priority and preemption threshold assignment trees for the walk-through ex-

ample task set in Table 1. 
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(Condition 1) Task τi is infeasible (Ri > Di) with the highest preemption threshold. 

(Condition 2) prio is less than infeasiblePrioMaxi, which is the maximum priority with 

which task τi has been infeasible. 

For the walk-through example in Table 1, PRUNED-TRAVERSE assigns task pri-

orities as shown in the priority and preemption threshold assignment tree in Fig. 2 (a). In 

the figure, each white/gray circle/triangle node represents a feasible/infeasible priori-

ty/preemption threshold assignment for a task, and its depth corresponds to the assigned 

priority/preemption threshold value. The green ‘x’ mark annotation to a circle node rep-

resents the setting of the value of infeasiblePrioMaxi to the priority level of the node. 

This annotation appears not only for gray (infeasible) circle nodes but also for the highest 

priority assignment circle node when its preemption threshold assignment is infeasible. 

Any green ‘x’ mark connected with a dashed-lined gray circle node represents the prun-

ing of the child traverse due to (Condition 2) with infeasiblePrioMaxi. Each path from 

the root to a leaf node corresponds to a possible task or priority ordering. Each number 

with round braces “(n)” besides a node represents the nth feasibility test that is performed 

for the operation of the node, and “(n):k” besides a node or a mark denotes the kth opera-

tion after the nth feasibility test. 

In Fig. 2 (a), four complete task orderings were generated: TO1=〈1, 2, 3, 4〉, TO2=〈1, 

3, 2, 4〉, TO3=〈3, 1, 2, 4〉, and TO4=〈3, 2, 1, 4〉. The last task ordering TO4 = TOPR = 〈3, 2, 

1, 4〉 corresponds to the priority ordering POPR = TOPR
-1 = 〈3, 2, 1, 4〉 for 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE of Table 1. The table shows that priority ordering POPR makes 

every task feasible, which is also demonstrated in Fig. 1 (c). As shown in Fig. 2 (a), 

whenever a complete task ordering is generated, preemption thresholds are assigned to 

the tasks. Specifically, for the task orderings TO1~TO4, four preemption threshold order-

ings are generated: PTO1 = 〈4, 4, 3, (4)〉, PTO2 = 〈4, 3, 4, (4)〉, PTO3 = 〈4, 3, 4, (4)〉, and 

PTO3 = 〈3, 4, 4, 4〉 where “(4)” represents an infeasible preemption threshold assignment. 

Note that the gray circles annotated with “(24)”, “(12):2”, “(23):1”, “(23):2”, and “(36):1” 

pruned child traverses. Such prunings help in reducing the number of feasibility tests, 

which makes PRUNED-TRAVERSE outperform existing optimal scheduling attributes 

assignment algorithms. However, the nodes surrounded with round squares can be fur-

ther eliminated in FAST-TRAVERSE, which will be shown in the next section.  

4. ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION FOR FAST-TRAVERSE 

FAST-TRAVERSE assigns tasks priorities from the lowest priority to the highest 

priority, which generates priority orderings until a feasible priority ordering is found. 

Once a priority ordering is found to be infeasible, it generates another priority ordering 

also from the lowest unassigned priority by a sibling traverse. Here a sibling traverse 

means assigning the same priority to the remaining tasks in the unassigned task set. 
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1 FAST-TRAVERSE (Γ : set of tasks) 

2     Γ ← descendingSort(Γ,  Di);  

3     foreach (τi ∈ Γ)  {    

4          infeasiblePrioMaxi ← 0;   infeasibleThresMini ← |Γ| + 1; 

5          pi ← |Γ|;    pti ← |Γ|; 

6     } //end-foreach  

7     return _FAST-TRAVERSE(1, Γ, Γ); 
 

8 _FAST-TRAVERSE ( prio: priority,  UnAssigned: set of tasks,  Γ: set of tasks) 

9     foreach (τi ∈ UnAssigned) { 

10       if ( prio ≤ infeasiblePrioMaxi )  continue;   

11       pi ← prio;   pti ← |Γ|; 

12       if ( prio = |Γ| )  return FAST-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD(Γ); 

13       if ( Ri > Di ) { 

14         pi ← |Γ|;  // restore to the highest priority 

15     if ( prio > infeasiblePrioMaxi )  infeasiblePrioMaxi ← prio;  

16           continue;     

17        } // end-if 
18       pti ← prio; 

19        if (_FAST-TRAVERSE(prio+1, UnAssigned –{τi }, Γ) = success) return success;  

20        foreach (τj ∈ UnAssigned)  pj ← |Γ|;  // restore to the highest priority 

21        if ( prio > Γ.failReturnPrio )  return fail;  // prune the sibling traverse 

22      } // end-foreach 

23      τj ← ∀j, (ptj ≥ prio > pj) ∧ (Cj is the maximum); // τj is the effective blocking task. 

24      if (τj exists)  { 

25       Γ.failReturnPrio ← pj;  // from Theorem 1 

26      infeasibleThresMinj ← ptj;  // from Theorem 2 

27      } else Γ.failReturnPrio ← 0; // Γ is not feasible with any assignment.  

28      return fail; 
 

29 FAST-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD (Γ : set of tasks) 

30     SortedTaskSet ← ascendingSort(Γ,  pi);  

31     foreach (τi ∈ SortedTaskSet)  { 

32      pti ← pi; 

33       while (Ri > Di )) { 

34     pti ← pti + 1; 

35     if ((pti >|Γ|) or (pti ≥ infeasibleThresMini))) { 

36      if (pi > infeasiblePrioMaxi )  infeasiblePrioMaxi ← pi;  

37      Γ.failReturnPrio ← pi; 

38      if (pi ==|Γ|) { 

39       τj ← ∀j, (ptj ≥ |Γ| > pj) ∧ (Cj is the maximum);  

40       Γ.failReturnPrio ← pj; // from Corollary 1 

41       infeasibleThresMinj = ptj; // from Theorem 2 

42      } // end-if 

43      return fail; 

44     } // end-if } // end-while  } //end-foreach  

45     return success; 

Fig. 3. Pseudo code for the proposed FAST-TRAVERSE algorithm. 
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Our key idea is to prune sibling traverses if possible once we have found that a pri-

ority ordering is infeasible. For a given task set Γ that has been assigned a priority order-

ing, FAST-TRAVERSE finds the minimum priority Γ.failReturnPrio of the priority or-

dering that causes the task set Γ to be infeasible. Then, FAST-TRAVERSE prunes all 

sibling traverses that assign priorities larger than Γ.failReturnPrio. To find 

Γ.failReturnPrio, we also employ the notion of effective blocking task for priority level 

prio, which is the task that causes the task set to be infeasible by blocking a task with 

priority prio.   

Along with sibling traverses, FAST-TRAVERSE also prunes preemption threshold 

assignments if possible using the notion of the minimum infeasible preemption threshold 

infeasibleThresMini for task τi, which is the minimum preemption threshold of task τi 

that causes the task set to be infeasible. FAST-TRAVERSE sets this value whenever it 

finds an effective blocking task and prunes the preemption threshold assignment that 

assigns to task τi any preemption threshold not lesser than infeasibleThresMini.  

Fig. 3 shows our proposed FAST-TRAVERSE in pseudo code. As shown in the 

figure, FAST-TRAVERSE invokes _FAST-TRAVERSE, which in turn invokes 

FAST-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD. FAST-TRAVERSE first sorts tasks using DMPO 

since DMPO finds feasible priority assignments in many cases (line 2). Then, it initializ-

es parameters of each task (lines 3~6). Since priorities are in the range of [1, |Γ|], the ini-

tial maximum and minimum priority or preemption threshold values are set to 0 and 

|Γ|+1 (line 4), respectively. Like all existing priority assignment algorithms, 

FAST-TRAVERSE lets all priority unassigned tasks have the highest priority and 

preemption threshold (line 5). Then, it invokes _FAST-TRAVERSE. 

_FAST-TRAVERSE assigns priorities prio from the lowest priority (1) to the high-

est priority (|Γ|) to each task τi in task set UnAssigned by recursively invoking itself with 

the priority prio+1 and the remaining unassigned task set UnAssigned−{τi} in line 19. 

Lines 9~20 and the last line 28 are the same as _PRUNED-TRAVERSE of [22] except 

_FAST-TRAVERSE invokes FAST-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD instead of 

RESOTRING-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD of [22]. Therefore, we only explain lines 

21~27 in _FAST-TRAVERSE, which are added parts to _PRUNED-TRAVERSE of 

[22].  

First, line 21 lets the algorithm return if prio > Γ.failReturnPrio, which prunes the 

sibling traverse for assigning priority prio for the remaining tasks in UnAssigned in line 9. 

Lines 23~28 are executed when all tasks in UnAssigned are pruned in assigning priority 

prio. If the effective blocking task τj for the priority level prio exists (line 24), 

Γ.failReturnPrio and infeasibleThresMinj are set to pj (line 25) and ptj (line 26), respec-

tively, from the following Theorems 1 and 2. Otherwise, Γ.failReturnPrio is set to 0 (line 

27) since Γ is not feasible with any assignment. 

 

Lemma 1. (From Theorem 2 of [22]) Under PTS, if preemption threshold pti of task τi is 

fixed, then its worst-case response time Ri does not decrease when its priority pi is 

lowered. 
 

Theorem 1. Under any scheduling attributes assignment algorithm that assigns distinc-

tive priorities to tasks for PTS, if all tasks are pruned while assigning priority prio and 

there exists an effective blocking task τj, then Γ.failReturnPrio is the priority of pj.  

Proof. Let a pruned task for assigning priority prio be τi. Since all tasks have been pruned 
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while assigning priority prio, the next priority assignment iteration would try to assign a 

lower priority to task τi. From Lemma 1, Ri does not decrease when its priority is lowered 

(since its interference time always exceeds its blocking time from the proof of Lemma 1). 

Accordingly, the only way to decrease Ri is to reduce blocking time Bi, which is Cj as 

long as there exists τj. Therefore, we don’t need to traverse sibling priority assignment 

that assigns task τi the lower priority than prio until we eliminate the previous priority 

assignment to task τj. Consequently, Γ.failReturnPrio is pj. �  
 

Theorem 2. Under any scheduling attributes assignment algorithm that assigns distinc-

tive priorities to tasks for PTS, if all tasks are pruned while assigning priority prio and 

there exists effective blocking task τj, then infeasibleThresMinj is ptj. 

Proof. This theorem can be proved in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 1. The ex-

Table 2. An Infeasible Task Set under PTS even with Optimal Assignment. 

 Ci Ti Di 

τ1 4 640 400 

τ2 11 160 100 

τ3 23 100 90 

τ4 2 3 3 
 

 

 
(a) PRUNED-TRAVERSE 

 

 
(b) FAST-TRAVERSE 

 

Fig. 4. Priority and preemption threshold assignment trees for the infeasible example task set in 

Table 2. 
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istence of task τj and pruning of all tasks while assigning priority prio infers that the 

pruned tasks cannot be feasible without reducing their blocking times. Since their block-

ing times were caused by the preemption threshold assignment to task τj, infea-

sibleThresMinj is ptj. �  

 

FAST-OPT-ASSIGN-THRESHOLD is the same as the optimal preemption thresh-

old assignment algorithm of [19] except the additional second condition of line 35 and 

additional operations of lines 37~42. First, the second condition of line 35, pti ≥ infea-

sibleThresMini, is for additionally pruning the preemption threshold assignment when the 

currently assigning preemption threshold for task τi is not lesser than infeasibleThresMini. 

Line 36 is from _PRUNED-TRAVERSE of [22] and updates infeasiblePrioMaxi of task 

τi since priority pi is also infeasible priority of task τi. In line 37, Γ.failReturnPrio is set 

to pi since the priority ordering is infeasible due to the priority assignment to task τi. If 

task τi is the highest priority task (line 38), the effective blocking task τj always exists. In 

this case, Γ.failReturnPrio and infeasibleThresMinj are set to pj (line 40) and ptj (line 41), 

respectively from the following Corollary 1 and the above Theorem 2. 

Corollary 1. Under any scheduling attributes assignment algorithm that assigns distinc-

tive priorities to tasks for PTS, if the highest priority task τh is infeasible, then 

Γ.failReturnPrio is the priority of the effective blocking task. 

Proof. If the highest priority task τh is infeasible, there is no remaining task to be as-

signed priority, which means all tasks are pruned while assigning priority |Γ| and there is 

always exists an effective blocking task. Therefore, this corollary follows from Theorem 

1. �  

 

For the walk-through example task set in Table 1, FAST-TRAVERSE assigns task 

priorities as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The figure uses additional graphical notations to those of 

Fig. 2 (a). Specifically, the yellow star annotation to a white circle node represents set-

ting the value of Γ.failReturnPrio to the priority level of the node. Any yellow star mark 

connected with a white circle node represents pruning the sibling traverse with 

Γ.failReturnPrio. The red cross mark annotation to a white triangle node represents set-

ting the value of infeasibleThresMini to the priority level of the node. Any red cross mark 

connected with a gray triangle node represents pruning the preemption threshold assign-

ment with infeasibleThresMini. 

Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) are the same from the node of “(1)” to the ‘x’ mark annota-

tion of “(12):1”. However, in Fig. 2 (b), the yellow star mark “(12):2” identifies the ef-

fective blocking as τ1 (line 39 in Fig. 3) and sets Γ.failReturnPrio = p1 = 1 (line 40 in Fig. 

3). Then, the red cross mark annotation of “(12):3” sets infeasibleThresMin1 = pt1 = 4 

(line 41 in Fig. 3). After this, the yellow star marks of “(12):4” and “(12):5” eliminate 

sibling traverses since priority levels of 3 and 2 are larger than Γ.failReturnPrio (= 1) 

(line 21 in Fig. 3). Moreover, the red cross mark annotation of “(22):1” eliminates the 

nodes from “(34)” to “(36)” in Fig. 2 (a) since priority level 4 is the same as infea-

sibleThresMin1 (= 4) (lines 35 and 43 in Fig. 3). In such a way, nodes surrounded by four 

round squares in Fig. 2 (a) were eliminated in Fig. 2 (b). 

As another example, we introduce an infeasible task set under PTS even with any 

optimal assignment algorithm in Table 2. Note that task indicess of the task set are in the 

deadline monotonic decreasing order (DMPO). Fig. 4 shows priority and preemption 
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threshold assignment trees for this task set. In Fig. 4, FAST-TRAVERSE finds all tasks 

are pruned while assigning specific priority twice. The first is after “(10):4” and the other 

is after “(15):5” while assigning priorities 3 and 2, respectively. In the first case where 

assigning priority 3, the yellow star mark “(10):5” identifies the effective blocking as τ2 

and sets Γ.failReturnPrio = p2 = 2 (line 25 in Fig. 3). Due to this, the yellow star marks of 

“(15):4” eliminates the sibling traverse since priority level 3 is larger than 

Γ.failReturnPrio (= 2) (line 21 in Fig. 3).  

In the other case where assigning priority 2 (after “(15):5”), there does not exist the 

effective blocking task. Therefore, FAST-TRAVERSE sets Γ.failReturnPrio = 0 (line 27 

in Fig 3), as shown with the yellow start mark annotation of “(15):6”. Note that this set-

ting of Γ.failReturnPrio = 0 enables pruning of the sibling traverse as shown with the 

yellow star mark annotation of “(15):7”, which greatly helps in eliminating a large num-

ber of feasibility tests in Fig. 4 (a). 

4.1 Complexity 

The complexity of PRUNED-TRAVERSE has been shown to be O(E⋅n!⋅n2) [22] 

where n=|Γ| and E is the non-polynomial [18] complexity of the feasibility test (calculat-

ing Ri from Eq. (1)~(6)). O(E⋅n!⋅n2) is derived from A + B⋅C where A is the complexity of 

priority assignment, B is the number of priority orderings, and C is the complexity of 

preemption threshold assignment. Each value is derived as follows. 

� The complexity of priority assignment (A): 

O(E⋅n⋅{1 + (n−1)⋅{1+ (n−2)⋅{1+… }}}) 

= O(E⋅{n + n⋅(n−1) + n⋅(n−1)⋅(n−2) + … + n!}) 

= O(E⋅n!) 

� The number of priority orderings (B): n! 

� The complexity of preemption threshold assignment (C):  

O(E⋅{n + (n−1) + … + 1}) 

= O(E⋅n⋅(n−1)/2) 

= O(E⋅n2) 

The complexity of FAST-TRAVERSE is derived in a similar way. Let the values of 

A, B, and C for FAST-TRAVERSE be A’, B’, and C’ and then the complexity of 

FAST-TRAVERSE is A’ + B’⋅C’. Once the first complete priority ordering and the 

preemption threshold assignment does not succeed (returns fail), FAST-TRAVERSE 

finds the effective blocking task τj. Then, Γ.failReturnPrio and infeasibleThresMinj is set. 

In addition to this, for any task τk that has been found infeasible, infeasiblePrioMaxk is 

set. With this, Γ.failReturnPrio and infeasiblePrioMaxk affects A’ and B’ while infea-

sibleThresMinj affects C’. Among these, the effects of Γ.failReturnPrio are dominant and 

thus we consider its effect as follows. 

If Γ.failReturnPrio is set to 0, which has been demonstrated as the yellow start mark 

annotation of “(15):6” in Fig. 4 (b), any further traverse is stopped, which means the fur-

ther traverse takes time of 0. If Γ.failReturnPrio is set to 1, which has been demonstrated 

as the yellow start mark annotation of “(12):2” in Fig. 2 (b), all sibling traverses of as-

signing priorities 2~n are pruned. The value of Γ.failReturnPrio is set from 0 to n−1 and 

the probability of each value can be regarded to be in a uniform distribution, which 

means each value has the possibility of 1/n. Then, the possibility of non-pruning is 1−1/n. 
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Then, the probabilistic number of assigning priority 1 is 1+(1−1/n)⋅{1 + (1−1/n)⋅{1 + 

(1−1/n)⋅{…}} = ∑ (1−1/9):;	 = 9⋅(1−((9 − 1)/9)<)<:=	 . In such a way, for each as-

signment of priority i, the next probabilistic number of assigning priority i+1 is ∑ (1−1/(9−>)):;	<;�:=	 = (9 − >)⋅(1−((9 − > − 1)/(9 − >))<;�). With this, A’, B’, and C’ 

are calculated as follows. 

� The complexity of priority assignment (A’): 

O (@ ∙ A9⋅ B1 − B<;	
< C<C ⋅ D1 + (9 − 1)⋅ E1 − B<;F

<;	C<;	G ⋅H1 + ⋯ JKL-  

= O E@ ∙ M9⋅ B1 − B<;	
< C<C + 9⋅ B1 − B<;	

< C<C ⋅(9 − 1)⋅ E1 − B<;F
<;	C<;	G + ⋯ NG 

= O )@⋅9⋅ B1 − B<;	
< C<C ⋅(9 − 1)⋅ E1 − B<;F

<;	C<;	G ⋅… ⋅2⋅ E1 − B	
FCFG ⋅1⋅ E1 − BQ

	C	G, 

= O E@ ∙ 9! ∙ ∏ E1 − B<;:;	
<;: C<;:G<;	:=Q G 

� The number of priority orderings (B’): 9! ∙ ∏ E1 − B<;:;	
<;: C<;:G<;	:=Q . While infea-

siblePrioMaxk further reduces the number of priority orderings, its probability is 

unpredictable and thus we ignore its effect for the complexity computation. 

� The complexity of preemption threshold assignment (C’): the same as C = 

O(E⋅n2). While infeasibleThresMinj ensures that C’ is less than C, its probability 

is unpredictable and thus we regard C’ as C. 

 

Therefore, the complexity of FAST-TRAVERSE, A’ + B’⋅C’, is as follows. 

O )@ ∙ 9! ∙ 9F ∙ T )1 − E9 − U − 19 − U G<;:,<;	
:=Q , 

Since 1 − B<;:;	
<;: C<;:

 is less than 1, the multiplication of ∏ E1 − B<;:;	
<;: C<;:G<;	:=Q  to 

the complexity of PRUNED-TRAVERSE reduces much the computation time of 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE. For example, when n is 5, 10, and 20, the values of ∏ E1 −<;	:=Q
B<;:;	

<;: C<;:G are about 0.24, 0.03, and 0.0004, respectively. Such a reduction will be em-

pirically shown in the next section. 

5. EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section empirically evaluates the performance of FAST-TRAVERSE by 

comparing it with DMPO, PA-DMMPT, and PRUNED-TRAVERSE, which were 

discussed in Sections 1.1 and 3. The performance metrics are 1) the percentage of feasi-

ble task sets and 2) the actual run time for the algorithm execution. The experiments were 

conducted with Matlab R2016a on an Intel Core i7-4790, 3.60 GHz system with 16 GB 
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of RAM. To ensure that the feasibility of a given task set is greatly dependent on a proper 

scheduling attributes assignment algorithm, we need to prepare highly demanding work-

loads. Therefore, we set the total utilization of each task set to U = 0.9. We have gener-

ated each task set in the similar manner as in [23]. Specifically, for each task τi, we gen-

erated Ci as a random integer that is uniformly distributed in the interval [100, 500] and 

the utilization of each task ui using UUniFast [33] algorithm. Accordingly, we derived Ti 

= Ci/ui while Di as a random integer that is uniformly distributed in the interval [Ci + 0.5 ⋅ 

(Ti – Ci), Ti]. We varied the number of tasks |Γ| from five to fifty. For each configuration, 

we generated 2,000 task sets. For the feasibility test, we set the value of ε in Equation (6) 

to 10−6 (ε was 1 in [23]). 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the percentage of feasible task sets for varying number of tasks. 

Due to the run-time performance problem, the results of PRUNED-TRAERSE were only 

available when the number of tasks is not larger than 15. As shown in the figure, the 

percentages of feasible task sets are the same for PRUNED-TRAVERSE and 

FAST-TRAVERSE when the results of PRUNED-TRAVERSE are available. Fig. 5 

clearly shows that FAST-TRAVERSE always has the larger percentage of feasible task 

sets than PA-DMMPT and DMPO. Specifically when |Γ| = 25, FAST-TRAVERSE could 

make 4.1% and 5.1% more task sets feasible than PA-DMMPT and DMPO, respectively 

(62.5% for FAST-TRAVERSE, 58.4% for PA-DMMPT, and 57.4% for DMPO). 

Fig. 5 (b) shows the average algorithm run time results for varying number of tasks. 

Y axis is in a log scale to better show the distributions of result values. Fig. 5 (b) clearly 

shows that FAST-TRAVERSE is much faster than PRUNED-TRAVERSE and 

PA-DMMPT. When |Γ| = 15, the average algorithm run times with FAST-TRAVERSE 

were reduced by 8,802,627% and 19,185% compared to PRUNED-TRAVERSE and 

PA-DMMPT, respectively (0.017 sec for FAST-TRAVERSE, 1,496.5 sec for 

PRUNED-TRAVERSE, and 3.278 sec for PA-DMMPT). Fig. 5 (b) also shows that 

FAST-TRAVERSE even takes similar algorithm execution time to DMPO, which is one 

of the simplest and widely used priority assignment algorithms for PTS as we discussed 

in Section 1.1. More importantly, the average algorithm run time differences between 

FAST-TRAVERSE and DMPO change little as the number of tasks |Γ| increases.  Even 

   
          (a) The ratio of feasible tasks             (b) Algorithm execution time 

 

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation with varying number of tasks (U = 0.9). 
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when |Γ| = 50, the average algorithm run time of FAST-TRAVERSE was 0.2178 sec, 

which is only 49% larger than that of DMPO (0.1462 sec), while it always produces an 

optimal priority assignment result. With this, FAST-TRAVERSE can be used as an 

on-line priority and preemption threshold assignment algorithm for PTS, which is essen-

tial for on-line admission control for newly arrived tasks. 

Table 3 compares the average number of response time tests (iteration counts) by 

using Equations (1) ~ (6) for PRUNED-TRAVERSE and FAST-TRAVERSE over vary-

ing number of tasks. The last row of Table 3 shows the ratio of the number of the elimi-

nated tests of PRUNED-TRAVERSE in FAST-TRAVERSE. As shown in the table, the 

more the number of the tasks is, the reduction ratio becomes dramatically larger. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed an optimal priority and preemption threshold assignment algorithm for 

PTS, which we named FAST-TRAVERSE. The proposed algorithm is optimal: it always 

finds a feasible priority and preemption threshold assignment if one exists. 

FAST-TRAVERSE prunes sibling traverses and preemption threshold assignments using 

the notions of the effective blocking task. The empirical evaluation results clearly 

showed that FAST-TRAVERSE always makes more task sets feasible than any other 

non-optimal priority assignment algorithm for PTS. The empirical results also showed 

that FAST-TRAVERSE is applicable for a large number of tasks, which was impossible 

with previous existing optimal algorithms. We also showed that FAST-TRAVERSE is 

much faster than the best known heuristic algorithm, which makes it applicable as an 

on-line admission control algorithm.  
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